
FURO SPORTS FOOTWEAR

FURO is registered under Leayan Global Pvt. Ltd and is into 
Sports Footwear business. The idea to launch this brand is to 
make good quality footwear accessible to everyone.
FURO believe that the talent can be hidden in any nook and 
corner of our country. It isn't necessary that the Sports Star is 
born with a silver spoon. So while other brands create shoes 
only meant for Elite, FURO comes from a very different 
school of thought. To give customers sports shoes with such 
a Grip that they can stand their ground, even when the odds 
are against them. So, that Sports isn’t just limited to being a 
playground for the rich. FURO is born from this fire to change 
the game.

https://www.furosports.com

Rs 2,275.00



In the year 1995, company started its leather & footwear 
business and launched its leather footwear brand – ‘RED 
CHIEF’ for Indian market. Currently daily production of RED 
CHIEF is more than 6,000 pairs of Leather Footwear.

Red Chief is the brand of Leayan Global Pvt. Ltd- one of the 
leading manufacturers of footwear in India. The brand was 
launched in 1997 to meet the growing demand for 
branded high quality leather footwear at an affordable 
price. Starting with a handful of employees in 1997, Red 
Chief now has a workforce of more than 5000 dedicated 
employees. The company has recorded an impressive 
growth through its enthusiastic and highly motivated 
marketing team and an efficient distribution network 
covering nearly the whole of north & west India. For future 
growth the company is now all set to explore overseas 
market.

https://www.furosports.com/n-a.html

Rs 999.00



THE TOP TREND SETTERS FOR THE SHOE 
REVOLUTION 2022

Running has a pretty farfetched benefit for our health, but 
one cannot deny the merits of walking in a rhythm which 
doesn’t strain your knees by excessive jerks and non 
Ambiant surface conditions, hence bringing into play, 
power walking at a lower intensity. Having a persistent 
agile run ensures that one is able to drive out the 
maximum from his/her core and at the same time, 
boosting metabolic rate. Clinical studies have shown that 
under similar testing conditions researchers found that 
walking regularly at a lower intensity reduces the risk of 
high cholesterol, blood pressure, and type 2 diabetes and 
can stave off various leg and knees ailments which make it 
pervious to repetitive somatic damage

The most aspect of the whole dedicated movement and 
exercise is to increase the number of miles one is walking 
at whatever pace they are comfortable with; this thereby is 
a matter of quantity over speed benefits. Achieving this 
important goal is only possible when you have proper 
walking shoes to put your feet into.

https://www.furosports.com/w3011-11965.html

Rs 2,085.00



COMFORT IS THE PRIMARY 
CONCERN

Walking shoes are a customized add on to sports shoes 
that are specifically designed for long distance walkers, so 
comfort is the first criteria that you must check before 
investing in one. Sometimes the most comfortable shoes 
might not be the appropriate according to one's construct 
or not modern and decent enough. However, try to 
overlook that part as long as your feet are happy and 
comfortable.

Most of the walking shoes by Furo Sports have been 
designed to provide adequate support to your feet while 
you cover those extra well deserving miles. The Hi-Grip 
technology combined with the specially compounded 
rubber used to make the sole of Furo Sports shoes for 
men provides ulterior cushioning and breathability and at 
the same time ensuring no resistance to productivity.

Furo Sports also caters to the need of people with wide 
feet and in accordance you will be able to find shoes that 
go up to sizes 4E. Our sneakers are the ultimate 
combination of functionality and style.

https://www.furosports.com/r1046-080.html

Rs 2,275.00



Why us? why trust Furo?

Unlike casual shoes, sports shoes including walking shoes 
are designed using the latest technologies to enhance 
performance in all kinds of exercises including walking. Here 
are some of the features of Furo Sports walking shoes for 
men that make them one of the best quality walking shoes 
for 2021.

Strobel: Strobel stretched and sewn over the sole ensures a 
healthy feet-sole interaction thus retracting   and reduction 
fiction and sole tear down meanwhile ensuring firm foothold 
while walking.

Dry Tex Lining: This breathable yet durable material ensures 
you have a dry grip by ensuring perspiration absorption and 
protection against feet odour and microbial infections due to 
dampness 

Special Rubber Compounding: The main attribute of 
inspiration behind Furo shoes are formula 1 racing car Tyres, 
the shoes grips is traction promoting and antifriction 
inducing thanks to grip pads and the special vulcanized 
rubber packing due to which you will get all the surface grip 
you need while walking. https://www.furosports.com/furo-w3023-walking-sports-shoes-for-mens.html

Rs 1,990.00



      Soft Phylon: Furo Sports walking shoes with Soft 

Phylon technology provides ultimate shock absorption 
while running or walking by minimizing the contact 
distance between the ground and the user this 
creating an interlocking mechanism supporting 
movement

Arch Support: The superior arch support provides 
support and balance to the body and ensures that 
your feet have a solid foundation while walking or 
running. Also having a superior arch support prevents 
Achilles' heel injuries and aids in avoiding slipping due 
to non-contact inhibition

https://www.furosports.com/furo-by-red-chief-r1014-running-sports-shoes-for-mens.html

Rs 1,990.00



OWN THE FLOOR AND LEAVE YOUR 
PRINT WITH FURO 

Integrated with all the above-mentioned 
state-of-the-art technologies, Furo Sports shoes 
online celebrate the brands' philosophy of 
‘Every Day Fitness’ with every step. Our brand 
delivers on all aspects – fit, comfort, 
functionality, features, and style. We strive to 
innovate and develop new products to meet 
the rising standards of the industry and to make 
the perfect shoe for you by mind mapping and 
tailoring to the needs of each. We believe each 
individual is creative and to the best one 
yourself one needs to be outshining himself.

https://www.furosports.com/furo-w3030-walking-sports-shoes-for-mens.html

Rs 1,895.00



Know What You Are Paying For

When it comes to a good pair of running shoes for 
women, an expensive running shoe correlates to better 
technology and comfort. However, this doesn’t mean 
that you need to burn a hole in your pocket to enjoy a 
run. Brands such as FURO sports offer a wide array of 
super-flexible, comfortable and lightweight running 
shoes that make your every run a ‘jog to remember’. 
You can also get tracksuits, tights and all your other 
workout essentials to gear up and sprint in style.
There are plenty of women's running shoes online; 
however, some are overpriced despite offering the 
same features and technology as others. If you want 
something new that has superior quality at affordable 
rates, then FURO Sports products are the ones to try. 
From different styles and features of running shoes to 
choose from, to the other athleisure picks for women 
like tracksuits or tights, you can get the entire workout 
attire essentials in one place. Comfortable, cool, and 
lightweight, FURO Sports products will help you walk, 
jog, run, and sprint in style.

https://www.furosports.com/c5007-610.html

Rs 1,495.00



KNOW YOUR GAIT TYPE

Once you have found out about your arch height, 
next find out your gait type. How your feet 
behave when you are running hard also matters a 
lot when choosing a pair of running shoes. There 
are shoe models available with Furo Sports 
Running Shoes for Women that best 
accommodate different gait types. There are four 
basic gait types- underpronation, mild-pronation, 
severe pronation, and neutral pronation. 
Once all these factors are explored, and the right 
gait and arch type are established, you are now 
ready to buy the best quality running shoes. 
There is no dearth of options available in the 
market, one brand that in fact, gaining 
widespread popularity for its high quality and 
athleisure running shoes is Furo Sports, an Indian 
Running Shoe Brand.
Furo Sports brings an amazing collection of 
running shoes. When planning to buy a pair, here 
are a few options that you can check out.

Rs 1,818.00

https://www.furosports.com/furo-by-red-chief-r1022-running-sports-shoes-for-mens.html



Furo Sports has come up with running shoes for women that are not 
only high in quality, but also a fine example of athleisure. Wearing these 
shoes, fitness-conscious women can rock their look in and outside the 
gym with equal grace and panache. These shoes are designed to look 
cool, fashionable, and attractive, helping the runner to amplify her look 
even when sprinting across hard surfaces. Check the Furo Sports 
website and buy women’s running shoes online. 

These days, running shoes are also worn when going out for an informal 
get-together or just to have a cup of coffee. Shoes from Furo Sports are 
a perfect example of a cardio-to-coffee look that is super easily and 
effortlessly pulled off by the wearer’s style. When planning to go out 
right after a workout session, don your sweatshirt, track jacket, or a 
hoodie, and you are ready to rock your look. 

When planning to buy the best running shoes in India, visit a leading 
multiple brand outlet or FURO Sports exclusive stores and find the best 
pair that suits your precise requirements and style.

Wear your chosen shoes and be part of the athleisure trend. Pair them 
with tracksuits or dresses and look super-cool and feminine without 
overtly trying to flaunt this unbeatable look. Furo Sports running shoes 
are sure going to help you flaunt serious fitness and fashion goals for 
others to follow. 

Rs 2,052.00

https://www.furosports.com/furo-r1018-running-sports-shoes-for-mens.html


